Family History Scattergories
Directions:
1) Cut out the letters at the right and place them in a bowl or bag.
2) Draw a letter. Think of a response for each clue on your list that begins with that
letter. Since each clue is about YOUR family history, foreign names, places, and words
ARE allowed. Remember, family members, ancestors, aunts, uncles, and cousins all
count as your family!
3) After 60 seconds, go through your responses as a group and score your list. You can
justify your answers with family stories!
0 points = duplicate or blank answers, or answers that start with the wrong letter
1 point = unique answer
2 points = unique 2-word answer, both starting with the letter
(Examples of 2-point answers: Greene Co., Georgia or Mary Margaret)
4) Choose a new letter and repeat for Lists 2 and 3. The winner has the highest score
after all 3 rounds!
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Directions for Young Children:
1) It might be helpful to have a pedigree chart out or some pictures of living family
members.
2) Choose one list. For each clue on the list, let the children pull a different letter.
3) Working as 1 group or in teams, see how many clues you can fill in together. Sharing
stories and teaching children about their family is totally ALLOWED. 😊
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List Letter ___________

List Letter ___________

List Letter ___________

1) Given Name:

1) Last Name:

1) Given Name:

2) Place family has lived:

2) Something you find in a kitchen:

2) Last Name:

3) Occupation a family member has had:

3) Something that could be an heirloom:

3) Food your family enjoys:

4) Something about Grandpa:

4) Something families share:

4) Something a child would have:

5) Something a farmer would have:

5) Something about Grandma:

5) Occupation a family member has had:

6) A family treasure:

6) Place family has lived:

6) Something about your parents:

SCORE ________

SCORE ________

SCORE ________
FINAL SCORE ___________
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